How do schools currently approach differentiated teaching for Chinese language?

**CHINESE LANGUAGE JAWS** 17-18 January 2020

Our proposed topics:

~mixed ability classes versus grouping children
~catering for a wide range of children from a variety of locations
~resourcing and where it comes from
~integrating technology in Chinese lessons

**BEST FOR**

- Directors or Senior Leaders of Chinese Departments
- Chinese Specialist Teachers
- Chinese Teaching Support Staff

**Register NOW!**

**Deadline:** 30 Nov 2019  
**Cost:** USD 50

http://gg.gg/TESChineseJAWS2020

Taipei European School  
Primary Campus  
Address: 99 FuGuo Road, Shihlin Dist., Taipei City  
Contacts: Ms Yun-Yeh Tsai  
Email: yunyeh.tsai@tes.tp.edu.tw